New Roto Military Standard
ATA Weapons Cases in Military Colors

Improving on the weapons case design we pioneered over 10 years ago wasn’t easy. Our design engineers spent over a year re-thinking, re-inventing and finally designing and producing the best weapons case series available anywhere: the SKB family of Roto Mil-Std. ATA Weapons Cases. We were so excited about the first prototypes in black that our design team will also be releasing all three cases in Desert Tan and Olive Drab.

Roto Mil-Std. ATA Weapons Cases Family consists of three cases: The 2SKB-2R4009-5 Roto Mil-Std. ATA Single Weapon Case, the 2SKB-R5212-7 Roto Mil-Std. Double Weapon Case and the 2SKB-R4417-8 Roto Mil-Std. ATA Double Bow / Bow Rifle Combo Case.

This family of water and dust tight cases shares many features. They are roto molded of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to eliminate any weak points in the plastic at the corners and provide a uniform density throughout this tactical series of cases. All three feature a compression fit interior for the most secure fit possible. These weapons cases include a molded in valence with a gasketed seal and pressure equalization valve that meet official U.S. Military Standards, making them watertight and dust proof in the harshest environments. SKB’s famous nylon fiberglass reinforced trigger release latches are included on all three of the cases as well as two TSA recognized and accepted locks that are protected by molded-in bumpers for added security. The cases are designed for stacking with interlocking ribs on the top and bottom. The 2SKB-R4909-5 case features a cushioned rubber over-molded handle for comfortable carrying.

Featuring convenient roller blade style wheels for easy transport, the 2SKB-R5212-7 Roto Mil-Std. ATA Double Weapon Case features an oversized two handed carrying handle and a convenient tow handle. The 2SKB-R4417-8 Roto Mil-Std. ATA Double Bow / Bow Rifle Combo Case will accommodate two parallel limb bows or a combination of a parallel limb bow and two rifles or transport all four of your Carbine size rifles to the hunt in one case. The case has a cushioned rubber over-molded carrying handle and convenient lifting handles on each end for a horizontal carry. With confidence, the 2R4909-5B, 2R5212-7 and 2R4417-8 Mil-Std. ATA Weapons Cases are covered by SKB’s Dual Protection – the SKB Million Mile Lifetime Guarantee and the SKB $1500 Content Coverage in the unlikely event that your gun or bow should be damaged by airline travel. See our website for Guaranty and Content Coverage details. Designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.

Message from Director of SKB Sports, Carl Brown

The Sports Division has seen some tremendous growth in 2007 and we are looking to keep the momentum rolling into 2008. Pricing always seems to be an issue at the beginning of a new year, but we are proud to say that the majority of our ATA gun and archery line will hit the shelves without an increase. This is now the third year in a row that we have been able to do so. We have also finished outfitting most of the Sports Line with our patented trigger latches and incorporated TSA locks along with our co-molded handles. What we are most excited about is the introduction of our new Rotationally molded Mil-Standard ATA Weapons Cases.

Our newest family of cases will start with a single rifle, double rifle, and also a combo configuration that can carry either two bows, four carbine length rifles or a combination of both. Along with being waterproof and dust proof, all three cases will be available in black, olive drab, and desert tan. We have not forgotten the golfers; with the larger bag sizes along with longer club shaft lengths our new Roto Milled Space Saver case will accommodate club size bag set-ups. The convenience of the new Space Saver case is that when not taking your clubs to the course the case lid nests into the base taking up much less storage room in your hotel, closet or garage. Keep in mind that at SKB we are always striving to meet the new standard for getting your gear to its destination, so be sure to visit our website regularly for new product announcements and information.

We are eager to begin 2008 with these new additions to the Sports Division at SKB and look forward to working with the many facets of SKB Distribution.

Sincerely,
Carl Brown, Director of Sports
SKB ATA Parallel Limb Bow Cases Hit the Mark

The Complete Bow Case
To accommodate most parallel limb bows complete with quiver, sight and stabilizer, SKB design engineers have developed the 2SKB-4119 Parallel Limb ATA Bow Case.

2SKB-4119 Parallel Limb Bow Case
Made to ATA specification 300, category 1 rated (a minimum of 100 trips by air) with molded-in bumper protected TSA recognized and accepted unbreakable fiberglass reinforced nylon trigger release latches, and a cushioned rubber over-molded carrying handle for added comfort; the 2SKB-4119 Parallel Limb Bow Case is the perfect solution for transporting most models of parallel limb bows with all of the gear housed in a completely protected environment.

2SKB-4114A Double Parallel Limb Bow Combo Case
Made to ATA 300 Category I specifications which is the highest shipping container specification of the ATA. This case -- designed to transport a parallel limb bow or a combination parallel limb bow and rifle -- measures 41” x 14” x 6”. The case is formed from high-density thermoplastic, the material specified by the U.S. military for cases and containers. The 2SKB-4114A Parallel Limb Bow Case features heavy-duty field replaceable locking latches, a spring-loaded end handle for comfortable towing and protection from damage, molded-in bumper protection to maximize impact resistance and quiet glide heavy duty wheels for easy transport. Secure “tie-down” loops for ATV transport are an added feature along with stylish embossing that actually adds structural support to the lid.

Backed by an Unconditional Lifetime Warranty on the case itself, all SKB ATA Archery Cases also offer an Exclusive $1,500 Content Guarantee; in the unlikely event that your bow is damaged by airline handling while transported in an SKB ATA Archery Case, SKB will repair or replace your bow up to $1,500!

Solid Value. Solid Protection.
2SFR-4000 Economy Bow Case
The 2SFR-4000 Bow Case is an affordable and durable innovation from SKB — Hardshell case protection with EPS lid and base inserts for additional structural integrity and durability, along with SKB’s Perfect Match Valance Bending System for a perfect seal, and beefy injection molded latches reflect the rugged construction of the case. The SFR-4000 Economy Bow Case comes with a Limited 5-Year Warranty against manufacturer’s defects.
SKB Space Saver Series Cases
Rugged Durability in Compact Space

2SKB-R4913S
Space Saver Standard Golf Case
The SKB Space Saver Standard Golf Case is ideal for the price conscience customer looking for rugged durability. The ingenious "top-loading" slide-in cap design allows the case to be shipped and stored with the lid inserted into the base thus taking only half the space of other golf cases when empty. The case accommodates drivers up to 48" in length and bags up to 13" in diameter -- plenty of room for most standard sized golf bags. In addition to high strength roller blade style wheels, features molded into the case include a carrying handle, a tow hand and toe grip to assist in easily removing your clubs from the case. The case is padlockable and comes with a Limited 5-Year Manufacturer's Warranty.

2SKB-R5017W
Space Saver Staff Golf Case
Like its Standard size sibling, the SKB Space Saver Staff Golf Case answers the challenge of combining durable, efficient construction with a value that price conscious customers will appreciate. This rugged roto molded Staff sized Golf Case accommodates drivers up to 50" in length and large bags up to 17" in diameter. The newly redesigned "top-loading" slide-in cap design allows the case to be shipped and stored with the lid inserted into the base thus taking only half the space of other golf cases when empty. In addition to high strength roller blade style wheels, features molded into the case include a carrying handle, a tow hand and toe grip to assist in easily removing your clubs from the case. Computer designed contours create maximum tubular strength. The case is padlockable, designed to accommodate user supplied locks. The case comes with a Limited 5-Year Manufacturer's Warranty.

SKB ATA Travel Cases Scoring Big with Traveling Golfers

The newly designed foursome of SKB Golf Travel Case represents the latest in SKB quality and innovation. Made to ATA 300 Category 1 specifications, which is the highest shipping container specification of the ATA, these cases are molded from ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene, the material specified by the U.S. military for cases and containers. Choose from four sizes to accommodate all popular bag and club dimensions, including drivers up to 50" in length, the new ATA Deluxe Golf Travel Cases all have the following features:

- New sculptured, form fitting design to accommodate the vast majority of today's most popular golf bags.
- New patent pending industrial strength fiberglass reinforced nylon latches for superior balance closure and overall latched security.
- New TSA Recognized Locking System, capable of receiving TSA approved locks for safe and secure travel.
- Engineered to ATA 300 Category 1 specifications which is the highest shipping container specification of the ATA.
- Perfect Match Valance Bending System for a perfect seal.
- Lift handle, tow handle and quiet-glide skate-style wheels.

2SKB-5020W
ATA Double Golf Travel Case
50" x 20"

2SKB-1649W
ATA Staff Golf Travel Case
Contoured to fit Staff Bags
49" x 12"

$1500 CLUB COVERAGE
All SKB brand hard cases are backed by SKB's Unconditional Lifetime Warranty.
All Four SKB ATA Golf Travel Cases offer a special $1,500 Club Guarantee.
In the unlikely event that your clubs are damaged by airline handling while transported in an SKB ATA Golf Case, SKB will repair or replace your clubs up to $1,500.
Dry-Tek® Difference

Dry-Tek Pistol, Rifle and Shotgun Bags feature the patented “Dry-Tek Difference”. The two-layer padding will work in tandem to draw moisture from the inner bag. The inner pad layer enables water to pass through to the outer layer where a remarkable one-way laminate membrane applied to the outer layer allows water molecules to exit the bag, but not to enter. The result, your gun stays dry! In addition all Dry-Tek take-down bags feature oversized nylon zippers, slide-through system for padlock security, exterior pockets for clips and accessories, leather handle and adjustable sling. All hardware is cast and rust repellent.

“The two-layer padding will work in tandem to draw moisture from the inner bag”

Versatile SKB i-Series Waterproof Cases.
The Outdoor Sportsman’s Best Friend

When we say our cases get around, we aren’t joking. Here’s a shot from the South Pole where a scientific expedition transported all equipment and biological samples in SKB i-series waterproof cases. Check our website to see them blast a six foot hole in the 20’ thick ice cap. These indestructible cases are finding a home with customers in all three SKB divisions.

SKB Hits Home with Travelers

Everyone has experienced today’s airport check-in ritual. Frustrating, exhausting and unfortunately necessary. The design gurus at SKB – the transport authority, once again lead the industry forward by incorporating exclusive TSA accepted and recognized locking latches on many newly designed series of transport cases.

The TSA locking latch system allows the traveler to securely lock his or her case and still allow airport security to do any necessary contents inspection then simply re-lock the case. Painless, efficient, safe!